Killabortions—
59 Million Surgical
250 Million Chemical
SAINT DIANE: This is a genocide greater than even the ovens at Auschwitz!
JESUS CHRIST: Our message has not changed. Mother Mary’s message has not
changed!
ANDREA SELESTOW: Planned Parenthood’s non-profit organization financing
said that their funding comes from Cabal and petrodollars from a Swiss bank
account to slaughter the babies and castrate the women. They ask, “Why do you
not go after the money instead?”
Nancy of Oregon: God Helios has asked for the destroying of their facilities.
They had planned to set up their facilities elsewhere to continue the castrations
and the slaughtering of the babies.
STEVEN ECKL: The bloodshed records for example of World War II took over a
decade of decree work to remove.
ANDREA SELESTOW: We had to go over and over this territory of where the
bloodshed had been in World War II by stump team, by decree work, that were
putting light into the earth where were the records of infamy that required the
Absolute Good or Light of the decrees!
Nancy of Oregon: Where God Helios has said that these slaughterhouses must
be bombed, you cannot turn back this Judgment! The Judgment comes from the
Lord God Helios, and the Judgment cannot be turned back.
Mandarin: It is no different than to bomb the Auschwitz gas ovens!
NATHAN the Judge: The Cabal are the 1%. The petrodollar people or the Saud
families live in places such as London and Switzerland. They have money to pay
for their gas ovens or their castration facilities or their slaughterhouses of the
innocent holy ones.
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SAINT DIANE for GOD HELIOS: Even World War II did not have gas ovens as you
see here in Planned Parenthood to castrate the women and slaughter the tiny
babes over many decades. The slaughterhouses must be destroyed. They
contain the records, they are no different than the Auschwitz ovens.
SAINT DIANE: The blood even though you wipe it down does not change the
horror of the souls going there to see their bodies being mutilated or burned by
chemicals or through butchering.
FATHER MALACHI: The demons and fallen angels, and bloodsuckers also go
there to rip off the light.
FATHER STRONG: This is sucking up of the light of both the mother and child
of the light of a newborn of the new birth. The demons as blood suckers are in
the tens of thousands at each killabortion.
Nancy of Oregon: The Berlin Wall coming down would have meant little
without the decree work or the chanting and the Mother Mary rosary going forth
for the Auschwitz ovens to gas the 12 million Jews.

Number of Killabortions:

59 Million Surgical
250 Million Chemical
EL MORYA: You must on the instant upon reading this,
that you no longer use the word “abortion”.
You must use the word “castration”.
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Surgical

Note: All the US abortion counters show results with one decimal place displayed. This
was originally done to show that these abortion counters are active and not a static
count. If you look at abortion procedures like Dilation & Evacuation or Partial-Birth
abortion you realize that the abortion takes place in pieces over time so the decimal
places do represent some reality.
Note that the abortions in the counters on this site are almost all “surgical abortions”. We
have made no attempt to tally the totals for “chemically-induced abortions” here. The
PFL organization estimates that their have been approximately 250 million babies
aborted chemically since 1973 in the USA: http://www.pfli.org/ [Planned Parenthood. is the largest
organization and high school educator.]
Source: http://www.numberofabortions.com/
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